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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



This plan was requested by Mr. Cori Hines of the Greenville, NC Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission. He requested recommendations for a Complete Streets framework to achieve Greenville’s sustainability and equitability transportation goals. The goals were to “advance Greenville as a bicycle and pedestrian friendly community and encourage bicycling and walking among its citizens and visitors.” (Greenville Bike and Pedestrian Commission 2007) The Commission requested policy advice to ensure that the City constructs its transportation infrastructure while taking bicyclists and walkers into account. This document provides Greenville with a simple and concise set of recommendations for implementing a successful Complete Streets framework. Recommendations for a Complete Streets framework are presented through a recipe-like set of milestones that include the formal adoption of a set of Complete Streets design guidelines. The recommendations are based upon the NCDOT and the City of Charlotte’s approved design guidelines. Through adoption, the City commits to: The addition of 25% more sidewalks over five years; The reduction of bike and pedestrian accidents by 20% over five years; The addition of 15% more bike lanes over five years; The doubling of the 2010 bike and pedestrian commute rate by 2020; The development of a staff training program within two years; and Annual reviews of these performance metrics. Section Four provides a ready-to-implement Complete Streets policy that Greenville should adopt via simple resolution. An advocacy program that involves the community must be initiated and sponsored by the City. The recommendations of this plan are grounded in the stateof-the art best management practices of planners and transportation engineers experienced in Complete Streets. The document does not provide design and engineering advice for any of the specific streets within Greenville, but presents higher-level recommendations for a successful implementation of a Complete Streets framework, as requested by the client. Additionally, under separate cover, an Appendix contains a wealth of supplemental information. Included are newspaper articles, goals and policies from other localities, examples of street design, maps, photos, diagrams, and other data deemed beneficial for the planners and engineers of Greenville. Greenville has a proven track record of support for multi-modal transportation and effective community involvement, making the City a prime candidate for a successful Complete Streets implementation. This plan provides the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission a blueprint to achieve this goal. 7



INTRODUCTION OF CLIENT AND PLAN OVERVIEW This Complete Streets plan was requested by Mr. Cori Hines of the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission and fulfills the requirements of the Master of Urban and Regional Planning Program in the L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth University. Greenville’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission was established by City Council members in 2009 to advise them on issues related to bicycle and pedestrian transportation. The group’s mission is to “advance Greenville as a bicycle and pedestrian friendly community and to encourage bicycling and walking among its citizens and visitors,” (Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission 2011). In 2011, the City of Greenville and the Greenville Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization developed a Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. “The Purpose of this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan is to provide clear priorities, tools and programs for improving the bicycle and pedestrian environments in the Greenville urban area, which includes the City of Greenville, Town of Ayden, Town of Winterville, Village of Simpson, and portions of Pitt County,” (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011). The City of Greenville is located in Eastern North Carolina, eighty-fives miles east of Raleigh, the state capital, and one hundred miles west of the Outer Banks coastal community. The 2010 census lists Greenville as having a population of 84,554 permanent residents. The city is home to East Carolina University, a state co-educational campus of about 28,000 undergraduate and graduate students located adjacent to the city’s downtown district. Greenville is regarded as the hub of Eastern N.C.’s economic and health industries. This plan, prepared for the Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission provides the Commission with recommendations for successful implementation of a Complete Streets framework within Greenville. The plan is not focused on Complete Streets recommendations that advance bicycle and pedestrian use alone. However, as this plan is conducted for the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission, it is particularly focused on the needs of cyclists and pedestrians. The document concludes with a Complete Streets policy developed for Greenville.



A useful definition of Complete Streets comes from the National Complete Streets Coalition: “The streets of our cities and towns are an important part of the livability of our communities. They ought to be for everyone, whether young or old, motorist or bicyclist, walker or wheelchair user, bus rider or shopkeeper. But too many of our streets are designed only for speeding cars, or worse, creeping traffic jams. … Instituting a complete streets policy ensures that transportation planners and engineers consistently design and operate the entire roadway with all users in mind- including bicyclists, public transportation vehicles and riders, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities,” (National Complete Streets Coalition 2005-2011). These recommendations provide the answers to the fundamental questions related to Complete Streets: How do contemporary planners define Complete Street? How should Greenville implement a Complete Streets framework? What tools, guidelines and Best Management Practices can best help the City? What are the milestones for Greenville’s implementation of Complete Streets? 8



What are the elements necessary to continuously improve Greenville’s Complete Streets program, once implemented? This Complete Streets Implementation Plan provides to the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission recommendations for the implementation of a Complete Streets approach. It utilizes established strategies to recommend policies that support the Commission’s objective of advancing Greenville as a bicycle and pedestrian-friendly city. This document takes a balanced approach to the various transportation modes within Greenville, although pedestrian and bicycle use is an elemental focus of Complete Streets. It does not provide recommendations that apply to specific streets or intersections.
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PURPOSE OF PLAN The Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission has requested a Complete Streets plan to support the sustainability goals of their newly established Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. The City of Greenville has an automobile-centric transportation system that can benefit from the implementation of Complete Streets design and policy measures. This document provides background information necessary to pursue a Complete Streets approach and recommends a step-by-step milestone based strategy. Furthermore, a three-page Complete Streets policy written specifically for Greenville is provided. The policy presented is based upon the National Complete Streets Coalition top-rated policies. As stated by Mr. Hines, Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission member, the Commission is interested in Complete Streets policy to ensure that the City constructs its infrastructure while taking bicyclists and walkers into account. Currently, there are few City policies that suggest how to best accommodate these transportation groups. Roads have been constructed over the years chiefly to enhance mobility for automobile use. Transportation systems designed primarily for motorized vehicular traffic have not been successful at meeting the needs of the young and the elderly, those with physical disabilities, cyclists and pedestrians. Complete Streets methods create a more equitable approach in addressing their needs. Mr. Hines outlined a number of upcoming road improvement projects and expressed the desire of the Commission for a policy that enables their design and construction to accommodate bicyclists, walkers and other users of non-traditional transportation. “Among the many factors influencing the planning, design and operation of today’s streets are concerns about accommodating the needs of an aging population, improving public health and fitness, reducing dependence upon foreign oil, minimizing transportation costs, creating and maintaining vibrant neighborhoods, reducing the fossil fuel emissions, and adopting greener and more sustainable lifestyles,” (Smith, Reed and Baker 2010, 1). A Complete Streets approach addresses many of these important concerns. Complete Streets theory supports the City Council’s goal of enhancing Greenville’s inclusivity and sustainability. It is important to note that the N.C. Board of Transportation in July 2009 voted to approve the “Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Complete Streets Policy”. Planners, designers and engineers working for the State of North Carolina are now required “to consider and incorporate multimodal alternatives in the design and improvement of all transportation projects within a growth area of a municipality unless certain circumstances exist,” (Policies 2009). This document assists the City of Greenville in understanding, planning and implementing a Complete Streets approach that complements the State program.



GREENVILLE’S PLANS The Horizons Plan, Greenville’s Community Plan, expresses great concern for transportation safety. Their goal statement is to “Achieve a system of safe, efficient, reliable, environmentally-sound, and economically-feasible transportation within Greenville,” (Horizons- Greenville's Community Plan 20092010). Similarly, this Complete Streets Plan also places a high priority on recommendations that enhance safety for travel within Greenville. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan reports the results on an internal
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study which found that that 52.6% of the respondents regarded the present pedestrian conditions in the Greenville urban area as “poor.” Complete Streets design guides and policies support the types of goals and desires expressed by the Horizons Plan, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and the overall efforts of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission. Many Complete Streets elements, such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, shared-use paths, safe and accessible transit stops, frequent and safe crossings for pedestrians, median islands and accessible pedestrian signals can create a more welcoming and safe infrastructure for multi-modal transportation users (Smith, Reed and Baker 2010). Below are examples of Complete Streets measures that accommodate the needs of bicyclists and walkers. On the left are a raised pedestrian crosswalk and a safety island surrounded by a curb. Such measures can be implemented and constructed with both new and future roads. The photo on the right demonstrates improved signage for pedestrians (Birk 2011).



Raised Crosswalks with Median Island and Bike Lane.



Pedestrian Yield Sign.



THE STATE-OF-THE-ART As is the case in Greenville, most current transportation mobility standards focus on the carrying capacity and operation speeds of roads and minimize the importance of mobility standards for nonmotorized travelers (AASHTO, A policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 1994). A Complete Streets framework “ensures that the entire right-of-way is routinely designed and operated to enable safe access for all users,” (Guilbeau 2008). Once implemented, an effective policy will ensure that transportation engineers and planners consciously provide for the full array of transportation needs. Complete Streets education for planners and engineers enables them to bring about continuous improvement of streets based on the latest and best design standards (Guilbeau 2008). Information from pragmatic Complete Streets documents, collected from a number of resources, is presented within this document to help Greenville utilize the most up-to-date Complete Streets concepts. To develop a functional Complete Streets policy, there is no better source than the National Complete Streets Coalition. Their document, “Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A Story of Growing
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Strength,” developed by the Coalition, is particularly valuable. The publication analyzes numerous Complete Streets documents from around the nation and determines the strength of the policy. The document is also useful to planners as a tool that provides a menu of resources based on real-life best practices. Influential material from the Complete Streets Coalition and design methods used by the City of Charlotte, NC and Roanoke, VA can also be found within this Greenville document.



IMPORTANCE OF THE POLICY The quality of a city’s Complete Streets policy is an important predictor of the success and acceptance of the overall implementation. Strong policy language “leads to changes inside of transportation agencies that then lead to project-level changes as transportation projects are designed for the safe use of bicyclists, transit users and pedestrians of all ages and abilities,” (Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A story of Growing Strength 2010, 11). These unambiguous Complete Streets guidelines are coupled with the state-of-the-art elements of an ideal Complete Street policy to produce for the Commission a set of practical and implementable recommendations. Provided below is the National Complete Streets Coalition’s “Elements of an Ideal Complete Streets Policy,” a valuable checklist for those creating a Complete Streets policy (Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A story of Growing Strength 2010, 7).



Strong policy language and policies appropriate to Greenville Complete Streets implementation are taken from Charlotte’s design guides. This material is used within the document since the close proximity of Charlotte to Greenville enables the Commission readers to easily visualize concepts 12



presented. It is fair to assume that most Commission member have some familiarity with the City of Charlotte and should find this comparison helpful.



BEST SOURCES This plan utilized many highly-regarded resources. Charlotte, NC’s “Urban Street Design Guides” was recognized as a model in Complete Streets design by the Environmental Protection Agency and awarded the 2009 National Award for Smart Growth Achievement in Policies and Regulations (Seskin 2009). Charlotte’s “Complete Streets Design Guides” is another essential document for contemporary planners, and particularly for those operating under North Carolina regulatory guidelines. Charlotte’s focus on building in a manner that accommodates growth and maintains the city’s livability are goals compatible with those of the City of Greenville. A state-of-the-art transportation design guide, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, called the “Green Book”, produced by the American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), is another vital resource utilized by transportation planners and engineers and within this document. The publication offers pragmatic and proven transportation planning concepts that meet the physical design requirements of multi-modal transportation. Additionally, the National Complete Streets Coalition’s “Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A story of Growing Strength” is a superb presentation of Complete Streets concepts.



APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY This plan is written with the following intent: to assist the reader in gaining an understanding of Complete Streets; to discuss Greenville’s existing transportation plans and their compatibility with a Complete Streets approach; to provide Greenville with specific recommendations for a Complete Streets implementation, including a step-by-step milestone-based plan of action; and lastly, to provide a Complete Streets policy custom-written for Greenville. Section One contains a basic, but broad, review of Complete Streets theory. Section Two provides Greenville with specific recommendations for Complete Streets implementation design and policy. The reader will discover a recipe-like blueprint detailing the important tasks of community involvement, articulation of vision, establishment of metrics, design standards, policy development, training and continuous improvement. Section Three contains a SWOT and an analysis of the Greenville Horizons Plan and the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and their applicability to Complete Streets. Section Four presents a three-page Complete Streets policy specifically written for Greenville. Under a separate cover, an Appendix contains a wealth of supplemental information. The research information provided includes newspaper articles, goals and policies from other localities, examples of design practices, maps, photos, diagrams, and data beneficial to the Greenville engineers and planners. The Bibliography of this plan should also prove a valuable asset for Greenville transportation planners and engineers as it references much of the finest technical literature written on the subject of Complete Streets.
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Residents of Greenville, NC enjoy social interaction in beautiful settings under “Carolina-Blue” skies. (Greenville: More than you expect 2010)



SECTION 1: COMPLETE STREETS – THEORY, GUIDELINES, BMP’S AND FUNDING DEFINITION OF COMPLETE STREETS A conceptual understanding of Complete Streets is relatively easy. It is a movement occurring worldwide in which localities are reexamining the use of their streets. Streets that have been traditionally regarded as the domain of automobiles are being designed to work for everyone, of all ages and abilities, regardless of how they travel. The term “Complete Streets” was coined in early 2003 by bicycle and pedestrian advocates as a way to market “what had until then been referred to as routine accommodation,” (McCann, Complete the Streets! 2005, 1). The “Compete Streets Coalition” provides the following description, “Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed and operated to enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities must be able to safely move along and across a complete street. Complete Streets make it easy to cross the street, walk to shops, and bicycle to work. They allow buses to run on time and make it safe for people to walk to and from train stations” (Compete Streets Coalition FAQ - (Complete Streets FAQ 2005-2011). Unlike bicycle and pedestrian plans, Complete Streets are designed for the entire transportation system and include multimodal corridors on all major roads as a new default building form (McCann, Complete the Streets! 2005, 2).
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An Angled Median Refuge is an example of a Complete Streets design element. (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, B-31) An implemented Complete Streets approach causes a redefinition of a “street” – its purpose, its design and its use. It removes the traditionally disconnected approaches to its various transportation users; no longer segmenting its approach to transportation into traditional categories: drivers, walkers, bikers and transit riders. Complete Streets enables the city transportation system to become more inclusive and more closely tied to the desires of the community. What is usually more difficult to grasp is the methodology a municipality world follow to implement Complete Streets. These steps, in a simplified version, involve the creation and approval of visions and policies, the adoption of transportation techniques and guidelines that support that vision, and the implementation of a framework that provides support, training, guidance and continuous improvement. Complete Streets stimulates the community to rethink the way they spend their transportation dollars and provides the payback of safer transportation, enabling the roads to be used by everyone regardless of their means of travel. This document details the steps necessary for Greenville to develop and implement a Complete Streets program. Each stage of Complete Streets is presented: articulation of a vision, development of a policy, referral of best practices and creation of a framework that leads to present and future success. This document will not provide a step-by-step instruction manual to reaching these goals, but the plan endeavors to provide the reader with a high-level understanding of both the theoretical and concrete elements of Complete Streets. STATEMENT OF VISION Localities that pursue Complete Streets are typically encouraged to begin by articulating the vision that they have for their community’s transportation needs. The documentation of the vision enables the development of the policy statement. Both the vision and policy statement must be written using strong language, words that give meaningful direction to those who will apply the policy. The vision to institute Complete Streets moves a city from thinking about how to move cars around rapidly to implementing safe access to travel for users of all ages and abilities using all modes of transportation. Many locations have been motivated to implement Complete Streets out of a desire to improve safety or encourage health benefit for pedestrians and bicyclists. Some municipalities envision it as a way to 15



provide alternatives to driving for the elderly. Others wish to provide safer means of travel to and from school. Environmental concerns often influence the desire to implement Complete Streets. The residents of Greenville express their vision through the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan and the Greenville Horizon’s Plan. It conveys their appreciation for bicycling, walking and other modes of transit, and the importance of taking these users into account in transportation design. Safe travel for all modes of transportation is also featured in these plans. Much of the foundation of a Complete Streets vision statement is present in these Greenville documents.



POLICY STRENGTH A set of visions is usually the precursor to the writing of a Complete Streets policy statement. A Complete Streets policy is often simply a two to three page statement of intent to implement Complete Streets, with the municipalities set of visions embedded as the justification for the policy. Typically, a policy adoption will include the adoption of a set of Complete Streets best practice transportation design guidelines. Well-written policies do not get bogged-down in detailed transportation design guidelines. The policy should simply direct the City’s planners and engineers to employ the City’s design guidelines. This policy is then carried through the approval mechanisms of the local agencies, leading to a formal approval of the policy by the local governing body. Policy language that is strong makes the intent of the policy clear and is easy to understand. Phrasing such as “…ALL projects assigned to an engineer MUST…” is regarded as strong, as compared with the statement “…it is ENCOURAGED that the engineer WOULD…” Strong policies may employ words such as “shall” or “must,” but policy can be written with enough clarity and definitiveness to make it strong. Weak or indirect language does not bring about the desired results as effectively as strong or direct language.



An ideal complete streets policy: Includes a vision for how and why the community wants to complete its streets. Specifies that ‘all users’ includes pedestrians, bicyclists and transit passengers of all ages and abilities, as well as trucks, buses and automobiles. Applies to both new and retrofit projects, including design, planning, maintenance, and operations, for the entire right of way. Makes any exceptions specific and sets a clear procedure that requires high-level approval of exceptions. Encourages street connectivity and aims to create a comprehensive, integrated, connected network for all modes. Is adoptable by all agencies to cover all roads. Directs the use of the latest and best design criteria and guidelines while recognizing the need for flexibility in balancing user needs. Directs that complete streets solutions will complement the context of the community. Establishes performance standards with measurable outcomes. Includes specific next steps for implementation of the policy Complete Streets policy elements. 16



(Policy Elements 2005-2011)



Section 3 of this plan (the Recommendations Section) offers explicit recommendations to Greenville in the development and wording of a Complete Streets policy suitable for adoption. A Complete Streets policy, tailor-written for Greenville, is presented as the last section of the document. This three page policy contains a facsimile of the Greenville Seal and is built around Greenville’s visions.



COMPLETE STREETS ADOPTION The approval of a Complete Streets policy most often occurs through the enactment of resolutions. Nearly 33% of the Complete Streets policies are adopted through simple resolutions. The passing of Complete Streets laws and ordinances accounts for 25% of enactment. Internal departmental policies (14%) and the inclusion of Complete Streets language within a comprehensive plan (13%) are other methods used by municipalities to authorize Complete Streets initiatives. According to the South Carolina Complete Streets Advocacy Manual, because it has no legal comportment, the resolution is the easiest to enact (Complete Streets Advocacy Manual 2010, 12-13).



COMPLETE STREETS GLOBAL APPEAL With worldwide increasing populations and life expectancies, it is important to establish policies that can safely accommodate the transportation needs of all: motorists, public transit users, pedestrians, bicyclists, children, the elderly and those with disabilities (Johns 2009). Complete Streets supports this need through underscoring the importance of sidewalks, bike lanes, safe crosswalks, raised center pedestrian refuge islands, bus lanes and shelters and safety-enhancing design features. We must build our cities at human scale to provide our citizens with cleaner, more viable and healthier forms of transportation (Bassett, et al. 2008). Interest in Complete Streets extends beyond the United States, as many cities around the world have already implemented Complete Streets-type strategies. They have embraced the need for alternative forms of transportation to support their futures. Many countries, in fact, are far ahead of the United States in providing safe and convenient pedestrian options. The table below shows the U.S. compared with fourteen European nations, Canada and Australia. It shows that only nine percent of American trips are by walking, one percent by bicycle and only two percent by transit (Bassett, et al. 2008).
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Transit, Biking and Walking Per Nation



(Bassett, et al. 2008, 799)



There is much to be learned from examining the best management practices and Complete Streets elements of international locations. The Netherlands, for instance, has established streets that give permanent priority to pedestrians and bicyclists (“Woonerf” streets) and traffic calming measures such as more narrow streets for pedestrian and bicyclists. The United Kingdom has created “Puffin” crossings (Pedestrian User-Friendly INtelligent) which ensure that pedestrians may safely cross streets at their own pace via technology that monitors the walker (Johns 2009).



Raised Bus Stop in Paris (Balderdash 2009)



Paris’s Vélib Rental Bikes (Toutes les stations Vélib d'Ile-de-France 2009)



One city utilizing an innovative approach is Paris, France. In 2002, Paris reduced congestion by implementing a “Green Neighborhoods” program that eliminates parking. They trimmed their streets to create bicycle lanes and built raised bus platforms to provide for users with disabilities. Paris also formed the “Vélib” program through which citizens can rent city-owned bikes. Seoul, South Korea has implemented “road diets” in which car lanes are replaced by bicycle lanes. This measure both provides a designated lane for bicyclists and slows down traffic. Tokyo, Japan’s 18



Shibuya Ward has installed equipment that temporarily stops all traffic to allow pedestrian crossings from all streets corners. New Delhi developed a master plan for year 2020 that promotes mixed-use design and pedestrian-friendly development in order to reduce their dependency on private automobiles. The suburb of Freiburg, Germany, once an army base, has embraced concepts of New Urbanism and Complete Streets. The neighborhood of Vauban is a car-free community of pedestrian and bicycle-only streets with a tram stop for regional public transportation. Their intention was to demonstrate that human scale design free of automobiles is possible. Other localities have implemented Complete Streets as a means to reduce carbon emissions or to address escalating obesity rates. (Johns 2009) The interest in Complete Streets internationally reflects the challenges faced by transportation planners and engineers across the world.



GREENVILLE READINESS



Greenville’s population is increasing rapidly. (Greenville Urban Area Thoroughfare Plan 2004)



The population density of Greenville, according to the 2010 Census is 2,443 persons per square mile. (Greenville (City), North Carolina 2011) Between 2000 and 2010, Greenville experienced a significant population growth of 23.18%. In the twenty years between 1990 and 2010, there was a population increase of 59.78%. From 2010 to 2014 alone, a forecasted population growth of 11.51% is expected. (Greenville Population Growth and Population Statistics 2010) This rapid growth is putting pressure on the Greenville transportation infrastructure. The City of Greenville and its residents have exhibited a clear predisposition towards support of Complete Streets. The establishment of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission and development of the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan demonstrate their interest in multi-modal transportation and readiness to take action. The formal adoption of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan in February and March of 2011 by the Greenville Urban Area MPO, the City of Greenville, the Town of Winterville, the Town of Ayden, 19



Pitt County and the Village of Simpson affirmed the region’s commitment. The resolutions are presented in the Appendix (Greenville Urban Area MPO Resolution 2011). Many of Greenville’s past transportation projects have included bike and pedestrian friendly features, such as the photo below of Charles Boulevard.



Bike and pedestrian friendly Median Refuge (Charles Blvd. Greenville, NC) (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, B-31)



The following data represents existing conditions within Greenville. The data is relevant to the policy recommendations presented in Section 4:



Pedestrian walkways Existing Pedestrian Sidewalks:



155 miles



Existing Pedestrian Greenways/Trails:



3.3 miles



(Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-3)



Pedestrian and Bicycle crashes Pedestrian crashes (2000-2010):



158 crashes



Bicycle crashes (2000-2010):



131 crashes



(Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-20 & 2-34)



Bicycle lanes Bicycle lanes:



4.3 miles



Greenways/Trails:



3.3 miles



(Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-23)



Bicycle and pedestrian commute rates Bicycle commute rate: 20



63 commuters (0.2%)



Pedestrian commute rate:



984 commuters (3.1%)



(Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-45 & 2-46)



The Complete Streets policy presented in Section 4 suggests the following policy targets: Increase pedestrian accommodation in the form of sidewalks or shared-use pathways on arterial, collector streets and local streets by 25% in the next five years. Reduce the number of bicycle and pedestrian accidents by 20% percent in the next five years. Increase the miles of bike lanes within Greenville by 15% in the next five years. Double the 2010 Census bicycle and pedestrian commute rate by 2020.



Well-planned and executed community involvement has been a cornerstone of Greenville’s approach to community issues. A recent example of Greenville’s effectiveness at community involvement can be observed in the “West Greenville Streetscape Master Plan,” a City effort to revitalize the West Fifth Street community of Greenville. The goal is to “attract a more mixed-use environment that will afford convenience and invite more activity,” (Abramowitz, Streetscape Proposal Stirs Enthusiasm 2012, A9). In February of 2012, an advisory committee created by Greenville joined City officials to host a community meeting to seek input on the Plan. Attendees were told that that the “project should reflect the wishes and ideas of the area’s residents” (Abramowitz, City Seeks Input for Second Phase 2012). The meeting inspired the Greenville Daily Reflector front-page headline “Streetscape proposal stirs enthusiasm,” (Abramowitz, Streetscape Proposal Stirs Enthusiasm 2012, A1). The reporter suggested that the community was very enthusiastic about the new proposals. Residents expressed their desire for an “active, safe and walkable street that improves lighting, expands transit service, widens sidewalks and creates a community-oriented landscape,” (Abramowitz, Streetscape Proposal Stirs Enthusiasm 2012, A1).



SURVEY OF PRIORITIES The author of this plan sent an unscientific survey to the undergraduate Urban and Regional Planning students at East Carolina University, as well as the members of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission. The survey presented photos of six street elements and asked for the respondent’s opinion on the prioritization of their importance. It also asked respondents to justificat the selection of their first and second priorities. Though only two people responded, the responses suggest a vast array of opinions across Greenville. In one respondent’s comments, they expressed the importance of the transit system and covered transit stops. The other respondent expressed their concern for personal safety, listing improved lighting as their top priority. Each expressed the desire for improved and additional bicycle lanes, citing safety reasons, specifically the risk of being struck by a cyclist on a sidewalk, and the potential for the easing of traffic congestion. A survey with a large participant count would have certainly netted interesting and informative results. The image of the six street elements from the survey is shown below. 21



Image of street elements in survey sent to undergraduate ECU Planning students and the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission.



ADVOCACY AND PARTNERING In order for Complete Streets policy to be well understood and supported across Greenville, a Complete Streets advocacy campaign will be needed to promote the cause. The campaign must identify Complete Streets key partners and leaders, define campaign goals, create a campaign message and form a Complete Streets Advocacy Strategy and Timeline. In 2010, organizations in South Carolina developed a “Complete Streets Advocacy Manual.” Sponsored by the S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control’s “Eat Smart Move More SC” program and the Palmetto Cycling Coalition, this document is a groundbreaking presentation of how to conduct a Complete Streets Advocacy Program at a local level. A portion of the manual is shown in Appendix Section 6. The entire manual is available via the Palmetto Cycling Coalition website (www.pccsc.net). Greenville is fortunate that organizations interested in the promotion of multi-modal transportation presently exist in the community. These groups must be drawn into the advocacy program. In addition to the Greenville Bike and Pedestrian Commission and the cycling community that it represents, the “Washington-Greenville Greenway Committee” exists to advocate for a greenway trail 22



“as an Active Transportation Corridor connecting downtown Greenville, East Carolina University’s North Campus Crossing, Pactolus, the Washington waterfront, neighborhoods and communities along the way. Users will be able to hike, bike, or ride horses (restricted area) away from vehicular traffic, and enjoy the scenic beauty and historic and natural features of the area.” Though the primary goals of this organization are not drawn directly from Complete Streets theory, their mission is compatible and complementary with Complete Streets objectives. This group should certainly be interested in a Greenville implementation of Complete Streets. The contact for the Washington-Greenville Greenway is:



Philip Mobley Director, Washington Parks & Recreation 310 W. Main St., #200 Peterson Bldg, Washington, NC 27889-1988 (252) 975-9367 x224 e-mail: [email protected]
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BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMP) Complete Streets theory has evolved into a set of state-of-the-art best practices. Though there are a limitless number of techniques one could employ, choosing from among these best practices often simplifies the task. In the Recommendations Section, samples of best practice engineering designs for Complete Streets are presented. Additional best management designs are included in the Appendix. The following diagram provides a helpful view of some of the engineering designs used in a Complete Streets implementation.



Bedford Street- Portland, Maine Complete Street Elements (PACTS Regional Bike and Pedestrian Plan 2009) The diagram shows many fundamental elements of Complete Streets: visible crosswalks, appropriate signage, a clearly-marked bicycle lane, sidewalks and a pedestrian bridge. Note that other potential Complete Streets features, such as wheelchair accessibility, shelters, bicycle lockups and water fountains, are not present at this location. More Complete Streets state-of-the-art design techniques are listed below (Complete Streets Advocacy Manual 2010, 12-13). Reduction of speeds to be more compatible with pedestrians and bicyclists. Reduction of lane width to around 10 feet. Reduction of the number of lanes to implement bike lanes and reduce high-speed traffic. This is commonly known as a road diet. Installation of missing sidewalks and repair of existing damaged sidewalks. Installation of raised medians and turning lane to improve traffic crossing safety. 24



Implementation of universal design features including audible signals, curb ramps, sidewalk paths of at least four foot (in accordance with American with Disabilities Act). Enhancement of pedestrian crossings with ladder style or zebra style crosswalk markings or signal modifications. Installation of street parking to discourage speeding. Amenities including bike racks, water fountains, pedestrian and transit shelters, benches, adequate street lighting, adequate signage and flashing pedestrian signage. In Section Two, Greenville is provided with recommendations for a framework and approach to applying BMP’s to their streets. Differentiation between street types is presented with recommendations for each type. The most important street elements are identified with design recommendations and diagrams to assist the transportation engineers and planners in their design efforts. Still more useful information on design guidelines are presented in the Appendix.



FUNDING SOURCES Transportation costs and funding are an understandable concern for any municipality. Though some road improvements are cost prohibitive under tight budgetary constraints, many Complete Streets adaptations are an integral part of a transportation projects and become funded accordingly. As part of the Bicycle and Bikeway Act of 1974, the North Carolina General Assembly proclaimed that bicycle facilities “are a bona fide highway purpose, subject to the same rights and responsibilities, and eligible for the same consideration as other highway purposes and functions.” It directed the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) to ‘“spend any Federal, State, local or private funds available to the Department and designated for the accomplishment” of fulfilling the duties laid out through the Act,” (Funding n.d.). Much of the funding provided by the NCDOT comes from one of several categories of federal construction funds. These sources of funding include the National Highway System (NHS), the Surface Transportation Program and the Congestion Mitigation Program and Air Quality funds. The State Construction Fund also provides subsidies for the construction of sidewalks and bicycle accommodations that are within roadway enhancement projects. The “Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act of 2005: A Legacy for Users” (SAFETEA-LU) was a landmark law that provided federal funding to transportation projects around the nation. Signed into law on August 10, 2005, SAFETEA-LU guaranteed $244.1 billion of funding for highways and public transportation, making it the largest allocation of funds for surface transportation in U.S. history. The legislation is aimed at relieving a number of transportation concerns including traffic safety, traffic congestion, and transportation-related environmental protection. In pursuit of effective and efficient use of these funds, the law extends to the states greater than typical flexibility to use these funds for local problem solving (Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users 2005). The law promotes many of the elements of Complete Streets. For example, the DOT of each state is mandated by the SAFETEA-LU to set aside federal funds for the creation of bicycle and pedestrian transportation amenities. These funds, however, must meet certain project and program eligibilities. Nonetheless, this significant investment in transportation is a valuable aid to cash-strapped localities. 25



The Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Grant Initiative, managed and administered by the North Carolina Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation, is a State administered commitment to users of multi-modal transportation. The NCDOT Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation was established in 1973, making it the oldest program of its kind in the nation. The program established annual matching grants to municipalities to develop comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian plans (Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation n.d.). The NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources provides funding to municipalities for bicycle/pedestrian projects. The NC Department of Health and Human Services helps finance educational and safety programs that increase physical activity and improve the health of the community (Funding n.d.). Likewise, funds available through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) can be used for bike and pedestrian projects implemented within a defined radius from a transit stop or station. The NCDOT Funding website clarifies the FTA provision as follows, “All pedestrian improvements located within one-half mile and all bicycle improvements located within three miles of a public transportation stop or station shall have a de facto physical and functional relationship to public transportation” (Funding n.d.). A number of other potential sources of funding are listed below. Transportation Enhancement Program. Safe Routes to School Program. Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program. High Hazard Elimination Program. Governor’s Highway Safety Program (GHSP). State Street-Aid (Powell Bill) Program. NC Recreational Trails Program. NC Parks and Recreation Trust Fund Program. National Scenic Byways Program. Federal Transit Administration Grants. Highway Safety Improvement Program. National Park Service Rivers Trails and Conservation Assistance Program. The National Complete Streets Coalition produces a Monthly Newsletter which often contains funding information. Shown below is one such article: Grant Opportunity: Communities Putting Prevention to Work The US Department of Health and Human Services and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have announced a new funding opportunity for communities and tribes to promote system and environmental changes that increase physical activity and improve access to healthy food. This is a great opportunity to develop a local complete streets approach – and could fund a complete streets workshop! Talk to us if you’re interested. (National Complete Streets Coalition Newsletter 2009)
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FUNDING PARTNERSHIPS Some localities have partnered with non-profit organizations, foundations and businesses to help fund their Complete Streets projects. Greenville should discuss collaborating with both the Vidant Medical Center and East Carolina University in the pursuit of mutual goals. These organizations should welcome these discussions, both from the perspective of improving traffic flow as well as the predicted health and recreational benefits. Each institution dedicates significant resources to transit-related matters such as street paving, real estate purchases for parking lots, buses and bus-stops, transit officers and signage. Many Complete Street initiatives would be mutually beneficial to both the institution and the Greenville Transportation Department. It is likely that ECU students and staff and Vidant patients and visitors would be very supportive of collaborative efforts to improve transportation around the medical centers.



SECTION 2: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GREENVILLE



COMPARISON TO DAVIS, CA The plan’s client, the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission, specifically requested that the accomplishments of the City of Davis, California be reviewed in the development of recommendations for Greenville. The population and square mileage of Davis is comparable to Greenville and they each contains a university (E.C.U and U.C. Davis), and have a traditional downtown. The City of Davis, however, is among the nation’s most advanced bicycle-friendly cities. In fact, bicycles are more prolific in Davis than people. The city adopted a Bicycle Plan in 2009 whose primary goal was for Davis, by 2012, to have bicycle trips account for 25% of all trips taken. The highly progressive accomplishments of Davis include the construction of bike lanes on approximately 95% percent of all its arterials and collectors, and the elimination of public school buses (Davis and Bicycles 2012). Though Greenville’s recommendations will be different than those for Davis, much can be learned from the techniques utilized by this city in support of multi-modal transportation. A better assessment may be made by comparing Greenville with the cities of Charlotte, N.C. and Roanoke, VA. The policies and design guidelines of these cities, and others, form the basis of the recommendations contained in this document.



Davis, CA is the permanent home of the Bicycling Hall of Fame. (Davis Visitors 2012)



The statistics demonstrate that Greenville is a good candidate for Complete Streets. Roughly half (48.8%) of Greenville’s residents have daily commutes of only three miles or less per day (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, X-4). However, analysis of the 2008-2010 American Community Survey 3Year Estimates reveals that the vast majority of city residents do not participate in alternative methods of 27



transportation. Of the 39,573 workers older than 16 years of age and living within the Greenville City limits, only 2.5% walk to work (1,021), 2% use a bicycle, motorcycle or taxi (832) to work, and only 1% utilizes public transportation to get to work (445). This data indicates a significant underutilization of alternative transportation modes (Means of transportation to Work By Age 2008-2010). The Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission, through surveys, found a strong community desire for improved walking and biking accessibility. Though the interest in multi-modal transportation will not reach Davis, CA levels for quite some time, Greenville is well positioned to advance the cause.



(Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, X-4)



THE GREENVILLE BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN There is a discrepancy between the large population that could take advantage of walking and bicycling against the relatively low utilization of these transportation methods. A Complete Streets implementation provides the infrastructure necessary to better promote these options. The Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan confirms the lack of connectivity throughout the region as a major contributor to the low utilization of bicycle and pedestrian transit. Furthermore, high-speed traffic and high-volume roadways (such as Memorial Boulevard/NC11, 10th Street, Greenville Boulevard, Charles Boulevard, Dickinson Avenue, Evans Street, Stantonsburg Road and Fire Tower Road) make pedestrian and bicycle use dangerous and difficult. The Plan also notes an insufficient number of crossing areas. Many existing crosswalks lack high-visibility design, curb ramps, refuge islands or crossing signals. Throughout much of the city, sidewalks do not exist (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-12). The Complete Streets recommendations contained in this document offer examples of best management practices that address these issues. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan also identifies a number of additional concerns that need to be confronted to provide an infrastructure for alternative transportation. These include sidewalks in disrepair, non-pedestrian friendly bus stops and roads that were designed with a traditional automobilecentric focus. Railroad crossings that create uneven surfaces, posing hazards to walkers, baby-strollers, wheelchairs or bicyclists, were also identified as a City concern (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, 2-13). The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan lists what it considers the most significant barriers to biking and pedestrian transportation in Greenville (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011).
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These barriers are: Connectivity issues. Availability of crosswalks across high-volume and high speed roadways. Narrow roadways and lanes. Railroad crossing access issues. Driveway access impediment. Roadways designed specifically for automobile use only. The state-of-the-art Best Management Practices (BMP’s) of a Complete Streets implementation helps municipalities address many of these concerns through practical and proven design techniques. The City can address these barriers by utilizing the Complete Streets design theory presented within this document.



Complete Streets Elements to Enhance Multi-Modal Travel Left diagram: Adding Bike Lane to Existing Road Upper right drawing: Bus Stop with Bike Locks



(Modern Bus Stop Shelter w/Bicycle Rack 2012)



Lower right photo: Push Button crosswalk for Bikes
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(Bike Lane Design Guide 2002, 7)



(Davis California October)



THE DESIGN GUIDELINES AND THE POLICY The process of implementing Complete Streets includes the adoption of a policy statement and a set of accepted design techniques. The document of design techniques is commonly called the “design guidelines.” The Complete Streets design guidelines are a set of state-of-the-art best management design techniques that enhance multi-modal transportation. The adoption of a standard set of design guidelines provides a design framework needed by the City’s planners and engineers. Samples of these design techniques are included in the Recommendations Section and in the Appendix. This document clearly cannot, and does not, present every useful design, but includes examples of those most commonly needed. A successful implementation of Complete Streets also hinges upon the development and adoption of a Complete Streets policy. The Complete Streets policy is typically a brief (three or four page) statement declaring the City’s commitment to implementing Complete Streets. This document, upon adoption, both explains the reasoning behind the policy and directs that the policy be followed. Typically, the Complete Streets policy will contain language that adopts a certain set of design guidelines.



IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPLETE STREETS MEASURED BY MILESTONES Greenville should implement a Complete Streets program by pursuing a recipe-like set of seven milestones. These milestones are: 1) Commitment to community involvement; 2) The articulation of the community’s visions. 3) The documentation of measurable goals (performance metrics); 4) The approval of design guidelines; 5) The adoption of a “strong” policy; 6) An infrastructure that supports staff training and develops alliances; and 7) Periodic reviews and continuous improvements. The Recommendations Section carries the reader through each of the seven milestones listed above. As each topic is discussed, recommendations are given to the City.



MILESTONE 1: COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT. The City of Greenville has demonstrated its commitment to involving and serving the community. Without such a commitment, even the best intentioned plan would fail to achieve its maximum potential. Through the Horizons Plan, the establishment of the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission and the formal adoption of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, city leaders demonstrate their recognition of the importance of multi-modal transportation and its partnership with the community. The proposed improvements to Greenville’s West Fifth Street, guided by feedback from community meetings, further validates the commitment to community involvement. The necessity of continuing this close relationship is important and is written into the Complete Streets policy developed for Greenville, found in Section 4 30



of this document. The Complete Streets policy of the City of Charlotte, NC asserts the importance of community involvement in this manner, “Planning and designing streets must be a collaborative process, to ensure that a variety of perspectives are considered,” (Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007). At the end of this document, within the custom written Greenville policy provided, one finds this affirmation as the first bulleted item.



MILESTONE 2:



THE ARTICULATION OF THE COMMUNITY’S VISIONS.



Greenville has taken the time to thoughtfully document its vision, the goals it wishes to achieve, and the type of city it wishes to become. Visions can inspire resident to commit energy and resources needed to achieve goals. Just as no two cities are alike, neither will be their goals. These visions of a city become the basis for the Complete Streets policy statement – they explain why the city is pursuing multimodal transportation improvements. “In the small town of Decatur, GA, the Community Transportation Plan defines their vision as promoting health through physical activity and active transportation. In the City of Chicago, the Department of Transportation focuses on creating streets safe for travel by even the most vulnerable - children, older adults, and those with disabilities,” (Policy Elements 2005-2011). The City of Greenville meets this milestone. Within both the Horizons Plan and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, visions for Greenville are articulated. Those visions include: Streets balanced for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists; Support for safe, convenient, effective and efficient multi-modal transportation; Walking and cycling as alternatives to driving; Reduced air pollution; Reduced traffic speeds; and Streets that encourage informal meetings of neighbors. The vision statements rarely contain concrete and enforceable policy language, and are more often hopeful messages to the community meant to inspire a direction. They express the reasons that the city is implementing Complete Streets. Nonetheless, these expressions of vision have an important role and belong in the Complete Streets policy Statement. The policy provided at the end of this document includes these visions. Every city will express their vision differently. The eloquence of the words is not critical. As the Complete Streets Coalition explains, the vision should express “how and why the community wants to complete its streets” (Policy Elements 2005-2011). Examples of visions from the policy statements of Roanoke, VA and Charlotte, NC are provided below: Roanoke, Virginia visions: Provide a safe and attractive environment for street users of all ages and abilities (pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists). Enhance recreational opportunities and promote active lifestyles. Support the positive role that good pedestrian and bicycle facilities play in attracting population growth and promoting sustainable economic development.
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Achieve long-term cost savings (improved public health, improved environmental stewardship, reduced fuel consumption, and the reduced demand for motor vehicle infrastructure). Maximize the number of transportation options. (City of Roanoke Complete Streets Policy 2008)



Charlotte, North Carolina visions (referred to as their “Guiding Principles”): Streets are a critical component of public space because they play a major role in establishing the image and identity of a city and provide the critical framework for current and future development. Charlotte’s streets must be designed to provide mobility and support livability and the city’s economic development goals. Safety, convenience, and comfort of motorists, cyclists, pedestrians, transit riders, and neighborhood residents must be considered when planning and designing Charlotte’s streets. Planning and street design must be treated as a collaborative process to ensure that a variety of perspectives are considered. (Charlotte Policy Summary 2007)



MILESTONE 3:



THE DOCUMENTATION OF MEASURABLE GOALS (PERFORMANCE METRICS)



The National Complete Streets Coalition offers advice on goal setting: “The traditional performance measure for transportation planning has been vehicular Level of Service (LOS) – a measure of automobile congestion. Communities with Complete Streets Policies can measure success through a number of ways: the miles of on-street bicycle routes created; new linear feet of pedestrian accommodation; changes in the number of people using public transportation, bicycling, or walking (mode shift); number of new street trees; and/or the creation or adoption of a new multi-modal Level of Service standard that better measures the quality of travel experience,” (Policy Elements 2005-2011). The NCDOT’s Jay Bennett, a State Roadway Design Engineer and current co-chair of the NC DOT Complete Streets Advisory Group, also suggests an emphasis on the development and tracking of performance metrics. He advises that this can be in the form of schedules and timelines, completion of a required numbers of Complete Streets projects, or other metrics. Monitoring methods might include tracking the rates of pedestrian and bicycle injuries, surveys measuring percentages of citizens who feel safe using non-motorized transit, percent of signalized intersections with marked crosswalks, total count of installed traffic-calming features; and percentage of pedestrian, bicycling and transit users. Some locations have introduced highly controversial “stretch goals” into their process-such as the recommendation that eighty-five percent of urban arterials have a posted speed of 25 mph or less. (Macdonald, Sanders and Anderson 2010)
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The performance measures developed by Roanoke, VA are featured in the National Complete Streets Coalition’s “Complete Streets Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A Story of Growing Strength.” The objectives are worthwhile, but they do not provide numeric targets against which to measure their performance. From Roanoke, Virginia: “Measure the success of this complete streets policy using the following performance measures: a. Total miles of on-street bicycle routes defined by streets with clearly marked or signed bicycle accommodation and b. Linear feet of new pedestrian accommodation and c. Number of new curb ramps installed along city streets and d. Number of new street trees planted along city streets” (Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A Story of Growing Strength 2010, 20).



Goal-setting from other localities across the U.S. are presented in the Appendix. These locations include Metropolitan Kansas City, MO, Richland County, SC, Arlington County, VA and Scottsdale, AZ. The significant variation of styles of these four sets of goals demonstrates the flexibility inherent in goalsetting. Some of the goal-setting is quite specific and measurable, such as the following goal the Richland County,SC: Complete Streets Program Goals and Objectives, “Increase the number of miles of sidewalks by fifteen (15) percent by 2014.”(Richland County Complete Streets Progam 2010) Other goals from the same plan are more difficult to measure numerically, such as the following goal, “Coordinate with the CMRTA to ensure that their facilities and vehicles are fully accessible to all people with disabilities” (Richland County Complete Streets Program 2010).



Goals often include improvements to sidewalks, crosswalks and other pedestrian amenities. Photo: (The Beatles Abbey Road 2009)



The more specific and measurable the goal, the easier it is to determine progress towards that goal. Examples of goal-setting from the Complete Streets programs of other cities, towns and counties are presented below. The goals from Richland County are easily measured. The complete list of goals from each location below is provided in the Appendix. 33



Examples from Metropolitan Kansas City, Missouri: Economic Vitality - Transportation Costs - Affordability. Public Health - Physical Health - Obesity Rate. System Performance - Travel Time - Average commute time. (Measuring Progress- Moving toward our goals 2011) Examples from Richland County, South Carolina: Reduce the number of accidents in the county involving pedestrians by twenty (20%) percent in the next five years. Reduce the number of accidents in the county involving bicycles by twenty (20%) percent in the next five years. Increase the average number of minutes of bicycling per week and users of bike facilities by fifteen (15%) percent by 2014. (Richland County Complete Streets Program 2010) Examples from Arlington County, Virginia: Expand and complete the bikeway network with a focus on high‐quality facilities, overcoming barriers, and facilitating overall connectivity. Encourage the use of environmentally sustainable modes, including bicycling, walking, transit, carpooling, and telecommuting. Minimize rates of injuries and accidents for each mode and ensure that transit riders, pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists feel safe and comfortable at all times when traveling in Arlington. (Master Transportation Plan 2007)



Examples from Scottsdale, Arizona: Safety – Reducing the number and severity of collisions. Bicycle access and convenience – reducing gaps in bicycle system. Public awareness – increasing awareness of transportation choices and consequences. (Vision, Values, and Goals January) The goals recommended to Greenville are influenced by the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan goals and visions. These recommended goals are provided below and are included in the Complete Streets policy statement written for Greenville. Recommended goals for Greenville:



1. Use the North Carolina Complete Streets design guidelines in conjunction with Charlotte, NC Urban Street Design Guidelines to guide the planning, funding, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of new and modified streets in Greenville while remaining flexible
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to the unique circumstances of different streets where sound engineering and planning judgment will produce context sensitive designs.



2. Incorporate the design guidelines’ principles into all City plans, manuals, rules, regulations 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



and programs. Increase pedestrian accommodation in the form of sidewalks or shared-use pathways on arterial, collector streets and local streets by 25% in the next five years. Reduce the number of bicycle and pedestrian accidents by twenty (20%) percent in the next five years. Increase the miles of bike lanes within Greenville by 15% in the next five years. Double the 2010 Census bicycle and pedestrian commute rate by 2020. Develop a Complete Streets Internal Training program for transportation staff within 2 years. Perform an annual review of the policy’s visions, goals and performance metrics.”



Recommended exceptions for Greenville: “Adherence to the policy is required unless one or more of the following exceptional circumstances exists:  Public safety would be compromised.  Severe topographic constraints exist.  Environmental or social impacts outweigh the need for these accommodations.  The total cost of constructing and/or maintaining the accommodation, including potential right-of-way acquisition, would be excessively disproportionate to the need for the facility.  A public consensus determines the accommodation is unwanted.”



MILESTONE 4: THE APPROVAL OF DESIGN GUIDELINES DESIGN GUIDELINES BACKGROUND INFORMATION It is important that Greenville has a set of multi-modal transportation design guidelines that fit the needs of the City. The NCDOT points out, “The challenge that transportation planners and designers face is to balance the interests of each mode of travel with designated street projects. This approach recognizes that Complete Street designs are not ‘one size fits all.’ If streets are to reflect their local and surrounding contexts, then a variety of street types are required, as well as the understanding that there are a variety of ways to provide for all users, depending on the context. Each street’s design should be tailored to the content of the area in which the street is located and should address the needs of those living, working and traveling on that street,” (Draft Final Complete Streets Planning and Design Guidelines 2012, 15). The recommendations to Greenville are draws heavily from the North Carolina’s “Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework.” It is an essential tool in determining the necessary design elements for each particular street type, location and use. These guidelines are applicable to streets in Greenville and across the state. 35



As Greenville selects each design feature for a street, the designer must consider the use of the roadway and the surrounding land as well as its desired purpose and future function. The planners and designers must also consider the zoning classification of the area, traffic speeds, volume and access density to determine the appropriate Complete Streets design solution. The first consideration when designing a complete street is to examine the surrounding area to which it is adjacent. Urban areas for instance “have the most intense street use by the widest range of users. They may have to accommodate various modes with dedicated facilities, separate bike lanes for bicyclists, on-street parking to serve local businesses, and transit areas…and multi modal connection areas,” (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 44). Complete Streets for downtown Greenville will require different elements than those needed for a suburban neighborhood. Suburban areas require elements that support higher traffic speeds. They are less developed, making pedestrian and bicycle accommodation a challenge. “Bicycle lanes are the preferred treatment for accommodating bicyclists on higher volume and higher speed suburban streets. Along auto-oriented commercial strip areas, driveways can sometimes account for more than half of the sidewalk length within a block, creating potential bicycle/pedestrian-auto conflicts. Suburban areas are often expected to transition through time into more urban conditions. Therefore, they represent the greatest opportunities and needs for establishing better street networks (by providing more streets), lower target speeds, and better street designs to serve current and future users, who will be driving, walking, bicycling and using transit. Additional streets and better networks should be provided as these areas develop, to help achieve these objectives,” (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 44-45). It is important to note that the North Carolina Complete Streets Planning and Design Guidelines include Complete Streets information for rural roads. However, since this plan is specifically framed for the urban/suburban City of Greenville, recommendations for rural settings are not provided in this document. Greenville must keep in mind that, with its rapid growth, many rural streets will evolve into suburban streets and suburban streets will become parkways. Greenville street designers must plan accordingly. Fire Tower Road, for example, is a mixture of suburban and urban roadways. It is not difficult to predict that Fire Tower Road will soon require urban-type design elements from end to end. STREET TYPES The NC’s Guidelines categorize roads based upon the road use and type. Catagories include the Main Street, Avenue, Boulevard, Parkway and Local/Subdivision street categories. Each category is relevant to Greenville’s application of street design elements. As Greenville performs new and retrofit street design, they must identify the type of street being built or modified. Photos and descriptions of five street categories are presented, followed by a chart that assists in determining street type through considering traffic speed, traffic volume and traffic density. For the Main Street, Avenue, Boulevard and Parkway street types, street component dimensional guidelines are recommended. .
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Main Street • Designed to carry vehicles at low speeds. • Serves substantial pedestrian traffic as well as transit and bicycles. • Includes wide sidewalks, crosswalks, and pedestrian facilities due to the emphasis on pedestrian travel. • Bicycle lanes are allowed, but sometimes may not necessary on these streets. . Avenue • An urban street serving a range of traffic levels within and between various area types. • Characterized by wide sidewalks (scaled to the surrounding land uses) and on-street bicycle facilities. • May have on-street parking. • Transit stops, shelters, and other amenities are located along the roadway, preferably within the right of way. (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 47) Boulevard • Designed to carry vehicles at moderate speeds with multiple lanes and a street median. • Wide sidewalks and on-street bicycle lanes are necessary to accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists due to higher speeds and higher traffic volumes for motor vehicles traffic volumes for motor vehicles. • Transit stops and shelters may require connections to sidewalks. • On-street parking is not required. Parkway • Urban or rural thoroughfare designed to carry vehicles at moderate to high speeds. • Land uses are set back from the street and are not oriented toward the parkway. • Pedestrian and bicycle traffic usually provided on separate multi-use paths ideally located adjacent to the facility. • Convenient access to off-street transit stations, stops, and park-and-ride lots. • Tractor trailer traffic may be frequently present. (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 48) 37



Local/Subdivision Streets • Links residential and business areas - and have a strong focus on pedestrian/ bicycle movements. • Provides direct access to land uses. • Street widths are based on land use, density, and lot size. • On-street parking typically occurs. • Bicycle lanes are typically not necessary due to low traffic volumes and low speeds. • Pedestrian activity. (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 49)



(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 52)
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STREET COMPONENT DIMENSIONAL GUIDELINES



(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 63) 39



(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 67)
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(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 71)
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(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 75)
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ENGINEERING BICYCLE LANES AND SIDEWALKS Bicycle lanes are among the most commonly implemented components of Complete Streets and are of particular relevance to the client. A bicycle lane is defined as any street lane designated exclusively for bicycles and containing symbols on the roadway designating it as a bicycle lane (Balderdash 2009). Signage is typically present, as well, to alert drivers to the potential of bicyclists. According to the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO), bicycle lanes require a width of at least four feet. It is also recommended that bicycle lanes next to curbing or non-street parking should be larger, but never less than 4 feet, while higher traffic speed or higher volume streets should have bicycle lanes of up to 6 feet in width. A number of other engineering specifications are found in the Recommendations Section of this plan and in the Appendix. Bicycle lanes are often created by modifying existing roadways, rather than pouring new pavement. Space for new bicycle lanes can be created by narrowing or eliminating the travel lanes and parking lanes (PACTS Regional Bike and Pedestrian Plan 2009). Shared-use paths for bicyclists and pedestrians are another technique to separate the cyclists and pedestrians from the motorists. Bike lanes are covered in detail in the Recommendations Section. (Bike Lanes n.d.) Providing for bicycle quality of service may vary based on context. The surrounding land use, the speed of cars on the street, and the directness of the route in connecting destinations are all important factors in identifying the appropriate elements for bicycle facilities. Creating viable transportation options means that a variety of types of facilities should be provided to create a bicycling network. Creating bicycling networks is often an incremental process, and facilities should be provided where appropriate. Dedicated bicycle lanes are the preferred option to provide for the greatest variety of cyclists on streets, particularly those streets with higher volumes and speeds. The most recognizable form of a bicycle lane is a striped lane with a painted arrow and cyclist icon. Bicycle lanes are typically paved and four feet to six feet in width. The gutter pan on an urban street is not to be considered part of the bicycle lane. When bicycle lanes are adjacent to on-street parking, the minimum width of a bike lane is five feet. The bicycle lane shown below is in excellent condition clearly marked and well-maintained. To maintain a high quality of service in bicycle lanes, pavement markings should be re-striped regularly. Streets and bicycle lanes should be kept clean of debris, and bicycle lane signage should be present and visible (Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 28). Sidewalks should also be extended throughout the city and repaired and upgraded as needed. A vegetated planted strip is also beneficial, especially on streets with high speeds or high volume. A vegetated strip is simply an unpaved area separating the sidewalk form the street that serves as a buffer between people and automobiles. These strips contribute to an increased sense of safety for pedestrians.
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(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 219)



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 220)
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Greenways and trails provide a pleasant opportunity for transportation, recreation and exercise. Trails, separated from streets, provide a safe space without vehicles. Could this family comfortably do this on a sidewalk or bike lane?



To provide bicycle lanes in a cost-effective manner, Greenville should employ a popular road modification called a “road diet”. The technique involves converting existing lanes into bicycle lanes. The reduction of roadway available to motorists produces a traffic calming effect by slowing the flow of traffic. This conversion should not be considered for high-volume roadways, but is an excellent adaptation for many of Greenville’s streets. The paint and the cost of application are the only expenses.



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 237)
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ENGINEERING INTERSECTIONS AND CROSSWALKS Due to the many combinations of street types and uses, there are an unlimited number of possible intersection types. Each intersection varies in design due to particular requirements of land use and density. For instance, a main street and an avenue are planned as pedestrian-oriented streets. Boulevards and parkways, with greater speeds and capacities, pose greater risks to pedestrians and cyclists. Charlotte’s Urban Street Design Guidelines provide ideal designs for intersections of nearly every configuration in Chapter 5 of their document. Intersections are often designed to reduce the wait time for drivers and automobile line-length. This has resulted in the pressure for traffic engineers to add more lanes at intersections to reduce travel times during peak traffic periods. Many intersections, however, put pedestrians and bicyclists in danger. Proper signage and pedestrian lights are essential to a properly designed Complete Street. Generally, pedestrians on lower volume streets are more likely to feel that their wait time is excessive and likely to cross quickly and dangerously during traffic breaks. On higher volume streets, pedestrians are more likely to wait for their pedestrian signal while not minding the delay quite as much. Intersections should be designed to provide pedestrian refuges and fewer lanes (Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 135). The following is a simple diagram of the Complete Street design elements recommended for main street intersections. Additional intersection designs are available within the “Charlotte Urban Street Design Guidelines - Chapter 5: Intersections” at the following web-link: http://charmeck.org/city/charlotte/transportation/plansprojects/pages/urban%20street%20design%20guide lines.aspx .



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 143)
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This pedestrian crosswalk, located in Durham, NC provides large and bright pedestrian and bike signage, as well as a painted pedestrian crossing zone. It also is equipped with an inviting pedestrian refuge between the lanes. (Scruggs 2012)



Convenient and safe crosswalk and intersection elements for pedestrian and bicyclists. Manual Crossing Button



(McAllister 2012)



Pedestrian Crossing Light with Countdown



(Hurry Up-Animated Pedesstrian Crossing Light 2008)



Signalized mid-block crosswalks should also be considered in highly traveled areas and between large blocks. “The best crosswalk placement is one that minimizes crossing distance while maintain good visibility,” (Complete Streets Design Guideline 2009).
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(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 224)



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 234) 48



Good signage, well-drawn crosswalk with a pedestrian median. (Parks 2005)



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 234)



This image shows a high-visibility striped pedestrian crossing, an important element in a pedestrian network. To maintain a high quality of service, pedestrian crossings should be well-marked with appropriate signage and located in areas without sight distance issues or constraints.



(Preliminary Complete Streets Planning and Design Guideline Framework 2011, 35) The size of city blocks is also important. For the most highly used pedestrian and bicycle locations, such as downtown, the block lengths are recommended to be no larger than 400’ to provide frequent pedestrian crossings. Pedestrian crosswalks and midblock crossings should also be provided often throughout highly utilized locations and on larger blocks to create more accessible and direct travel (Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 63). 49



ENGINEERING TRAFFIC-CALMING MEASURES Although traffic calming definitions may vary from source to source, they each share the same goal: to reduce vehicle speeds, improve safety and to enhance the community’s quality of life. Montgomery County, Maryland explains “Traffic calming consist of operational measures such as enhanced police enforcement, speed displays, and a community speed watch program, as well as such physical measures as edge lines, chokers, chicanes, traffic circles, and (for the past four years) speed humps and raised crosswalks (Traffic Calming Definition 2012). Urban arterials should aim to keep speeds at no greater than twenty-five miles per hour. To promote the emotional feeling and physical reality of safety, lower speeds create a safer and more inviting area for walking or biking. Not only does it allow for longer reaction time, but if an accident were to occur, it can greatly reduce the severity of the pedestrian’s or bicyclist’s injury. Below is supplemental traffic calming information and images of traffic calming techniques:



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 143) Traffic calming elements include speed humps or raised pedestrian crossings, narrow streets, on street parking, roundabouts as well as lower posted speed limits and radar signs measuring vehicles speeds.
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Radar Sign (Radar sign 2012)



Raleigh, NC Roundabout (Pullen-Stinson Roundabout- Raleigh, NC 2011)



ENGINEERING FUNCTIONAL PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENTS AND TRANSIT STOPS Pedestrians account for a significant number of those travelling within the Greenville downtown district and throughout the ECU campus. Providing for their needs must be a high-priority for the City. Enhanced pedestrian amenities improve safety, convenience and the charm of a city. The pedestrian environment includes features such as transit stops, street furniture, bike racks, as well as the following: Benches Sufficient Outdoor Lighting City Art, Gardens/Vegitation and Creative Lanscapes Water Fountains Bicycle Tire Pump Stations Food and Beverage Carts Directional Signs Bike Rental Programs Though Greenville has a public transportation system, incomplete streets may be discouraging residents from using the services. Many transit stops are marked by a lone post in the grass, without a sidewalk, curb ramp or bench. Often the placement of driveways or other barriers force bus stops to be located some distance from the intersection, increasing walk times and encouraging unsafe jay walking (Public Transportation 2005-2011). Complete streets in Greenville should provide safe, comfortable and accessible bus stops throughout the City, particularly at important hotspots, highly-utilized locations and near residential centers. It is suggested that bus stops in the downtown region be spread no more than one-quarter of a mile from one another. Throughout the rest of the Greenville city limits, bus stops should no greater than a mile and a half apart. Ideally, bus stop frequency intervals during peak hours should not exceed fifteen minutes. Important areas such as the hospital, ECU, and the downtown district should schedule stops at intervals between fifteen to twenty-five minutes. No bus schedule in Greenville should have wait times greater than thirty minutes.
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Each bus stop should be equipped with bike racks as seen at this Durham, NC location. The stop includes a covered wait area, a bicycle rack, benches and adequate signage (Scruggs 2012).



(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 240)
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(Urban Street Design Guidelines 2007, 241)



Food and Beverage Cart (Cart Parties 2002-2009)
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Raleigh, NC Directional Signage (A Walk to Remember 2012)



Other amenities, such as food and beverage carts, directional and walk time signage and drinking fountains are elements that could enhance special locations in Greenville such as the Town Common Park, located between the City of Greenville’s urban core and the Tar River.



(Drinking From the Historic Portland Fountains 1997-2012)



MILESTONE 5: THE ADOPTION OF A STRONG POLICY. The development and adoption of the policy statement is among the most important steps in the Complete Streets process. It is the catalyst for all Complete Streets activities that follow. The language of a policy influences the success of implementing the policy. The policy statement is typically a three or four page statement of commitment to implement a Complete Streets framework for the city. The policy contains the City’s vision and approach to implementation. It identifies the scope, exceptions and design criteria that the transportation department must follow. The policy must be enacted, which typically occurs either through simple resolution, the passing of laws and ordinances, the inclusion in internal departmental policies, or insertion within a comprehensive plan. The most common method of enactment is via the adoption of a resolution. Though the resolution fails to codify into enforceable law, the resolution, if written strongly, compels compliance. The resolution is easier to adopt than other adoption methods for the very reason that it has no legally-binding component and requires much less scrutiny by City attorneys. It is recommended that Greenville utilize the resolution method of enactment, using the same process through which it formally adopted the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Co-chair of the NC Complete Streets Advisory Group, Jay Bennett, suggests one way for a North Carolina municipality to develop its own Complete Streets policy, suggesting that municipalities change the local policies and procedures so that planning and design guidelines support the State’s policies (Bennett 2011). This method enables a North Carolina city to quickly develop a policy and adopt design guidelines. 54



Sometimes, however, municipalities mistakenly assume that the development of Complete Streets policy is solely a function performed at the state governmental level. Though some localities simply enact their State’s written policy, this approach devalues the desires of the local community. According to the “Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010” from the National Complete Streets Coalition, “suburban communities of fewer than 30,000 people make up the largest percentage of adopters by size and location. Small towns, often in rural areas, are well represented, with about one-fifth (of the 200 policies in place) adopted by these smaller jurisdiction”. (Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A story of Growing Strength 2010, 4) It is recommended that Greenville adopt Complete Streets policies specifically developed to fit the needs of Greenville. It is for this reason that a custom-written policy is provided to Greenville at the end of this plan. The language used in the policy is important. The strength of the language impacts the effectiveness of the policy. As suggested by the National Complete Streets Coalition “written policies have the power to catalyze on-the-ground action, and with good language, can inspire real change within a community’s approach to transportation” (Complete Streets Policy Analysis 2010: A Story of Growing Strength 2010, 8). The National Complete Streets Coalition developed a listing of fifteen top-rated Complete Streets policies from throughout the United States. Roanoke, VA was among those fifteen “Top Policies.” Roanoke’s policy (presented in the Appendix) is a simple, but well-written, three page adoption of Complete Streets. The fifteen top-rated policies are listed below.



Top 15 Rated Policies
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(McCann, Complete Streets Policies Growing Strong 2011)



In July of 2009, the North Carolina Board of Transportation adopted a Complete Streets policy. The purpose of the policy is to “guide existing decision-making and design processes to ensure that all users are routinely considered during the planning, design, construction, funding and operation of North Carolina’s transportation network” (Draft Final Complete Streets Planning and Design Guidelines 2012, 12). Through its adoption, the State of North Carolina committed that NCDOT’s planners, designers, and construction and maintenance engineers will consider and incorporate, through collaborative processes, multi-modal solutions in the design and improvements of all transportation projects (Draft Final Complete Streets Planning and Design Guidelines 2012, 15). An example of a strongly-written statement is found in the N.C. Department of Transportation Complete Streets Policy: “This policy requires that NCDOT planners and designers will consider and incorporate multi-modal alternatives in the design and improvement of all appropriate transportation projects within a growth area of a town or city unless exceptional circumstances exist.” (NCDOT July 2009 Board of Transportation Agenda 2009, emphasis added). The use of the words “requires”, “will” and “all” demonstrate the strong intentions of the policy. The statement addresses both the scope of the policy and the exceptions to the policy within the single sentence.



MILESTONE 6: AN INFRASTRUCTURE THAT SUPPORTS STAFF TRAINING AND DEVELOPS ALLIANCES The development of a municipality’s planning and engineering staff is essential to having a successful Complete Streets methodology that is responsive to the needs of its citizens. Jay Bennett, of the NCDOT, emphasizes the importance of training and suggests contacting the NCDOT, as they have experience training internal and external stakeholders in Complete Streets. The National Complete Streets Coalition is another resource to contact regarding training needs. Not only does the Coalition provide an extensive amount of on-line content on Complete Streets, they conduct workshops and conferences on Complete Streets. The URL of the website is www.completestreets.org. The National Complete Streets Coalition is the largest Complete Streets advocacy organization in the nation. The following paragraph, from the Coalition’s website, describes the organization, “The Coalition’s membership includes groups representing users of the transportation system, such as America Bikes, the American Public Transportation Association, and AAR P; transportation practitioner organizations, such as the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the American Planning Association; and groups with a wider interest in better transportation, such as Trust for America’s Health, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the National Association of Realtors. Transportation consulting firms are part of the Coalition too, through our Partners program. Together we work to spread the word about the benefits of Complete Streets and help communities get it right when they move to adopt a policy” (National Complete Streets Coalition 2011).



The National Complete Streets Coalition offers a workshop series to state and local agencies to “build local capacity to implement Complete Streets approaches and strengthen relationships between transportation practitioners and the community” (Workshops 2005-2011). It is highly recommended that Greenville contact the National Complete Streets Coalition, budget for and
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scheduling workshop for staff members. Additionally, this training must be incorporated into the orientation of all new staff hired. The Coalition offers three types of hands-on workshops: Laying the Foundation for Complete Streets, Complete Streets Policy Development, and Complete Streets Policy Implementation. Additionally, the NCDOT’s Complete Streets Organization is currently building “a training course to help NCDOT planners and designers and local jurisdiction staffs make the most of the tools provided in the planning and design guidelines” (Frequently Asked Questions n.d.). More information about this effort is available from Jay A. Bennett, PE, State Roadway Design Engineer, at 919-707-6200 or [email protected].



MILESTONE 7: PERIODIC REVIEWS AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS. A periodic review of Greenville’s Complete Streets Program is essential to insure that the program is healthy, effective and continuously improves. Greenville should schedule and conduct an annual review that includes the following activities: Review of the vision statement. Review of the goals. Review of the adopted policy. Numeric assessment of accomplishments against the metrics. Evaluation of the adopted design guidelines. Review of the staff training/orientation program. Review of the advocacy program. Review of the partnerships. Discussions of potential new partnerships. Assignment of “take-a-ways”. Scheduling of next annual review. Prior to the annual review, statistical data must be collected that reflects the accomplishments of the program to date. For example, if one of the approved goals is to reduce bicycle accidents by 25% within five years, it is necessary to know both the starting accident metric and the current metric. The annual review should achieve many of the following tasks: Update of the vision, goals, policy statement and/or design guidelines. Formal adoption of the new policy. Pursuit of new partnerships. Updates to the staff educational plan and/or the advocacy program.
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SECTION 3: SWOT ANALYSIS & COMPATABILITY OF PLANS



Presented is a SWOT analysis of implementing Complete Streets in Greenville:



Community support Community involvement Adopted plans & visions Bike & Pedestrian Commission Partnership opportunities Available design guidelines Residents distance to work City suitable for biking/walking



Rapid growth of City High interest in Complete Streets Interest in healthy lifestyles Proactive neighboring communities Friendly/diverse residents External sources of funding Flat coastal terrain/attractive locale Economic benefits Improving economy National & state organizations
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Automobile-centric design Overcrowded roadways Limited budgets Few bike lanes, pedestrian & transit amenities Limited staffing Missing & damaged sidewalks Crowded ECU campus Crime & safety concerns Hurricanes & poor weather



Rapid growth of City Laws that impact implementation Reduced external funding Restrictions on use of funds Competition for grants Greater risk of bike/walk incidents Social & economic inequalities Worsening economy



SWOT descriptions: Strengths (Internal factors) Community support: The Greenville community is supportive of multi-modal transportation. Community involvement: The City government has a strong history of excellent community involvement. Adopted plans & visions: Greenville adopted the Horizons Plan and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, both of which support Complete Streets concepts. Bike & Pedestrian Commission: The City created the Commission, which is an excellent advocate for Complete Streets framework. Partnership opportunities: Vidant and East Carolina University are two of the excellent potential partners to the City. Available design guidelines: Both the State of N.C. and the City of Charlotte have excellent design guidelines for Greenville to use as a resource. Residents distance to work: Roughly half (48.8%) of Greenville’s residents have daily commutes of only three miles or less per day. City size suitable for biking/ walking: A majority of the most popular locations are within biking and/or walking distance of one another.



Weaknesses (Internal factors) Automobile-centric design: The City has grown primarily based on automotive traffic concerns. Overcrowded roadways: Greenville has significant traffic congestion issues on the major thoroughfares. Limited budgets: The City, naturally, has limited resources to spend on transportation projects. Few bike lanes, pedestrian & transit amenities: Greenville has limited biking and pedestrian amenities such as bike lanes , street lights, benches, covered transit stops, etc. Limited staffing: The City, naturally, has limited staffing to sassing to transportation projects. Missing & damaged sidewalks: There are a significant number of sidewalks in need of repair or modification across the City. Crowded ECU campus: The ECU campus is tightly configured with buildings making it more difficult to install bike lanes and support cyclists. Crime & safety concerns: Many residents express safety concerns with biking and walking around the City. Hurricanes & poor weather: Occasionally, very severe weather conditions exist in this region of the state.
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Opportunities (External factors) Rapid growth of City: Greenville’s expected population growth will encourage interest in multimodal transportation. High interest in Complete Streets: The interest both nationally and internationally in Complete Streets provides encouragement to Greenville. Interest in healthy lifestyles: The national desire of healthy living has resulted in more people interested in cycling and walking. Proactive neighboring communities: The surrounding communities (Winterville, Ayden, Simpson and Pitt County) have expressed interest in transportation improvements. Friendly/diverse residents: The friendly nature of the residents of the area encourages social interaction, outdoor recreational activities and community involvement. External sources of funding: Federal, State and private funding is available to implement transportation improvements. Flat coastal terrain/attractive locale: Greenville’s topography provides few issues for cyclists and walkers and its scenic beauty encourages outdoor activities. Economic benefits: Implementation of Complete Streets may attract more visitors, businesses, while retaining residents. Improving economy: Should the economy improve, the economic pressures to tighten expenditures should decrease. National & state organizations: A number of organizations, including the National Complete Streets Coalition and North Carolina Complete Streets are excellent resources.



Threats (External factors) Rapid growth of City: The expected rapid increase in population will present a challenge the City as it attempts to keep up with the transportation needs. Laws that impact implementation: Current and future regulations influence the manner in which transportation improvements are made. Reduced external funding: Tightening federal and state funds allocated to transportation may slow implementation of many improvements. Restrictions on use of funds: Many external sources of funding carry restrictions on their use that interfere with local desires and plans. Competition for grants: As more locations implement Complete Streets, the competition for grants will increase. Greater risk of bike/walk incidents: With more people using alternative forms of transportation, the potential for safety incidents involving cyclists and pedestrian’s increases. Social & economic inequalities: The diverse demographics of the City mean that some areas will require significantly more attention than others. Worsening economy: Should the national economy worsen, there will likely be less federal funds allotted to transportation.
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The existing transportation plans developed by Greenville are highly compatible with a Complete Streets framework. The goals and initiatives defined by the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission through the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan take important steps to provide enhanced alternatives to vehicular travel. The Plan establishes a thirty year timeframe for the implementation of the seven measurable goals listed below: 1. Continually reduce the number of bicycle and pedestrian accidents per year. 2. Increase the miles of bike lanes as a percentage of total regional roadways. 3. Complete five high-priority bicycle and pedestrian projects by 2012 and complete the top 10 bicycle and pedestrian projects by 2014. 4. Earn the designation for Greenville as a “Bicycle-Friendly Community” through the Leagues of American Bicyclists by 2012. 5. Earn the designations for Greenville, Winterville, Ayden, and Simpson as “Walk-Friendly Communities” through the Pedestrian & Bicycle Information Center by 2014. 6. Double the 2000 Census bicycle and pedestrian commute rate by 2016. 7. Launch or participate in three new bicycle or pedestrian programs in three years: A) Bike-Walk Education and Encouragement Programs. B) Bicyclists, Pedestrian and Motorists Enforcement Program and Internal Training. C) Bicycle Facility Development: Hire a full-time multi-modal planner for the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and Establish regular Capital Improvement Plan and Transportation Improvement Plan (CIP and TIP) funding for roadway retrofits and restriping. and Integrate bicycle-related improvements with scheduled roadway maintenance and restriping projects (Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 2011, X-3). Prior to the Bike and Pedestrian Commission’s Plan, there was no city document advocating alternative forms of transportation in such a strong and urgent manner. The creation of the Plan is an important step towards remedy of the city’s non-vehicular deficiencies. The concepts found within a Complete Streets approach address many of these deficiencies. The Greenville Horizons Plan advocates proactive and positive Smart Growth transportation options analogous to the concepts of Complete Streets. The plan promotes transportation that is “safe, convenient, efficient and effective…providing compact, mixed-use development connected by safe, convenient and environmentally attractive networks of streets and paths” (Horizons- Greenville's Community Plan 2009-2010, Future Land Use. 8).
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These goals encourage: Walking and cycling as a healthy, recreational, efficient, and cost-effective alternative to driving; Reduced traffic congestion and air pollution; Support for multi-modal transit that reduces vehicular congestion; A variety of alternative routes, thereby dispersing traffic congestion; and Lower traffic speeds within neighborhood to enhance safety. The Plan advances human-scale design theory that promotes compact, mixed-use development with compatibility between buildings to ensure privacy, safety and concordance between diverse building types. Theories of human scale recognize that structures are historically designed and engineered as buildings or objects, rather than structures aimed at meeting certain spatial requirements of those who will occupy the space. The result is that buildings and the spaces between them often lack the ambiance and design elements to make them socially appealing. Well-designed spaces encourage people to congregate and feel comfortable travelling through these spaces. Human-Scale design is also critical to successfully creating streets and paths that become preferred routes for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists alike. Smart street design, from the inception of a project, considers the role of pedestrians and bicyclists with equal weighting as vehicular traffic, emphasizing the quality of the walking and biking environment.



Greenville resident and visitors experience a vibrant city with a mild climate and four seasons. (Greenville: More than you expect 2010)



As articulated within the Horizons Plan, benefits to such an approach extend far beyond the realm of transportation. “Designing streets that are balanced for pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists promotes the development of community through informal meetings of neighbors. Neighborhood safety is improved, since neighbors can more easily come to know one another and watch over each other’s homes” (Horizons- Greenville's Community Plan 2009-2010, Future Land Use. 9). The mobility section of the Horizons plan established the goal of providing “safe, efficient, reliable, environmentally sound and economically feasible transportation into and within Greenville” (HorizonsGreenville's Community Plan 2009-2010, Plan Elements. 4). The objectives include such measures as improving public transportation and the mass transit system, improving transit connections and services 62



between neighborhoods and major activity centers, the reduction of congestion-related safety problems as well as the development of alternative transportation systems including walkways and bikeways. The Plan’s Transportation Implementation section lists a number of goals such as: Reducing speeds; Eliminating right turns on red lights in high pedestrian areas; Providing pedestrians and bicyclists with shortcuts and alternatives to travel along highvolume streets; Providing public transportation for senior citizens and the elderly; Requiring sidewalks to connect all major activity centers within the city; and Supporting the study of various transit systems in Greenville for possible consolidation. Though the Horizons Plan articulates multi-modal transportation objectives for the city, it does not lay out the practical and theoretical framework necessary for the accomplishment of these goals. The Bike and Pedestrian Plan does include instructive examples and guidelines for implementing pedestrian and bicycle-friendly transportation solutions. The two documents combined represent the community’s vision to enhance alternative and assessable forms of transportation. Complete Streets Best Management Practices supply street-tested, state-of-the-art conceptual and practical recommendations that allow these visions to become reality. The Complete Streets concepts presented within this document are intended to direct the city towards the development of a Complete Streets framework for the city planners and transportation engineers. The objective is to embed state-ofthe-art multi-modal transportation theory and practice within the daily practices of these city functions. In the next section, a roadmap for sequentially addressing the elements of Complete Streets (community involvement, vision, performance measurements, etc.) is presented, with examples from other cities and specific recommendations to the City of Greenville.



SECTION 4: A COMPLETE STREETS POLICY FOR GREENVILLE. The final three pages of the document provide the City with a customized Complete Streets policy. This policy was developed by borrowing the format of the Roanoke, Virginia Complete Street Policy (found in the Appendix) and combining Complete Streets concepts and the visions of the Greenville Horizons Plan and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
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City of Greenville, NC Complete Streets Policy Complete Streets are those that safely accommodate street users of all ages and abilities such as pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists. Through this policy, the City of Greenville ensures that all transportation agencies within the City shall routinely plan, fund, design, construct, operate, and maintain their streets according to Complete Street principles and guidelines. The goal is to create an attractive, connected multimodal network that balances the needs of all users. By adopting this policy the City of Greenville: Affirms its commitment to serve the residents through community involvement. Affirms that an implementation of a Complete Streets Plan will improve both Greenville’s image and its function by providing a safe and attractive environment for street users of all ages and abilities such as pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders and motorists. Supports the goals of the Horizon’s Plan and the Greenville Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan to enhance recreational opportunities and well-designed cityscapes, thus promoting active lifestyles. Appreciates the positive role that good pedestrian and bicycle facilities play in attracting population growth and sustainable economic development. Values the long-term cost savings of pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure by improved public health, improved environmental stewardship, reduced fuel consumption, and the reduced demand for motor vehicle infrastructure. Recognizes that Complete Streets may be achieved through single projects or incrementally through a series of smaller improvements or maintenance activities over time, and that all sources of transportation-related funding be drawn upon to implement Complete Streets. Is sensitive to the local context and recognizes that the needs vary across the city; Commits to maximize the number of transportation options available within the public right-of-way. Plans to foster partnerships with the State of NC, Pitt County, neighboring communities, ECU and Vidant. 64



City of Greenville, NC Complete Streets Policy Additionally, the City Council declares it is the City of Greenville’s policy to:



Use the North Carolina Complete Streets design guidelines in conjunction with Charlotte, NC’s Urban Streets Design Guidelines to guide the planning, funding, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of new and modified streets. Incorporate the design guidelines’ principles into all City plans, manuals, rules, regulations and programs. Increase pedestrian accommodation in the form of sidewalks or shared-use pathways on arterial, collector streets and local streets by 25% in the next five years. Reduce the number of bicycle and pedestrian accidents by 20% in the next five years. Increase the miles of bike lanes within Greenville by 15% in the next five years. Double the 2010 Census bicycle and pedestrian commute rate by 2020. Develop a Complete Streets Internal Training program for transportation staff within two years. Perform an annual review of the policy’s visions, goals and performance metrics.



Adherence to the policy is required unless one or more of the following exceptional circumstances exists and the exception is formally approved through a review process:  Public safety would be compromised.  Severe topographic constraints exist.  Environmental or social impacts outweigh the need for these accommodations.  Total cost of constructing/maintaining the accommodation, including right-ofway acquisition, is excessively disproportionate to the need for the facility.  A public consensus determines the accommodation is unwanted.
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City of Greenville, NC Complete Streets Policy



In support of this Complete Streets policy, the City of Greenville will: Integrate the Complete Streets framework into Greenville’s Horizons Plan. Adopt the North Carolina design guidelines until Greenville builds and adopts design guidelines customized for the City of Greenville and its residents. Update all necessary and appropriate codes, standards and ordinances to ensure that design components for all new or modified streets follow the intent of the design guidelines. Identify current and potential future sources of funding for street improvements. Continue inter-departmental project coordination among City departments for projects that impact the public right-of-way in order to better use fiscal resources. Train pertinent staff in the engineering, parks and recreation, planning, and transportation departments on the content of the design guidelines. Use the following process when planning improvements within the public right-ofway:  Identify the street type.  Identify the existing and future land uses that pertain to the project.  Identify the most appropriate solution according to the street type and land use.
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